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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Task A.   

 Read the text aloud to the class. See if anyone can identify it as the oath used in a U.S. 

court to swear in a witness. 

 Ask them to paraphrase the oath.  Pay particular attention to their understanding of the 

phrase “nothing but the truth.” Do they understand it means only or except? 

 

STEP 2 – Task B.   

 Complete with a partner and then share answers as a class. 

 Have students look back and identify the grammar used: 

nothing but + noun* 

nothing [to do] but + base verb 

nobody/no one (else) but + noun/pronoun referring to a person 

nowhere (else) but + [answers can vary] Note that “here” is a possible answer choice. 
 

*Explain to students how in item 6 there is separation between “nothing” and “but” by the infinitive        

to see. Here they need a noun that answers the question what can one see? 

  

STEP 3 – Task C.  

 Complete with a partner and then share answers as a class. 

 Have students look back and identify the grammar used: 

no choice but + infinitive 

no (other) alternative but + infinitive 

 

STEP 4 – Task D.   

 Students may work in pairs or small groups.  

You can suggest club titles: Healthy Eaters Group, Optimists Club, Green Earth Folks. 

You can also provide a model:  

I promise to eat nothing but healthy foods. However, if my friends want to get 

together and there is no choice but to eat pizza, I will at least order pizza with 

vegetables and drink only water. 

 Have them read their oaths to the class. 

 

  

http://www.ndcourts.gov/court/rules/ndroc/rule6.10.htm
http://www.ndcourts.gov/court/rules/ndroc/rule6.10.htm
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[Task A.] 

Where is the following question asked? Who asks the question and who answers? 

 

 

 
 

[Task B.] 

Complete the statements with your own ideas. The first one has been done for you. 

1. The father warned his daughter to stay away from Barry. He thought the young man was nothing but  

 

2. My graduation day was one of the happiest days of my life. I felt nothing but ___________________. 

 

3. The tour guide was growing tired and frustrated because the demanding tourists did nothing but 
__________________. 
 

4. Willa is the sweetest friend I’ve ever had. She’s given me nothing but ___________________. 

 

5. Ed plans to do nothing but ___________________ while he’s on vacation. 

 

6. The hiker stood on the cold mountain top. There was nothing to see but ___________________. 

 

7. Some mistakenly think that there is nothing to do in a library but ___________________. 

 

8. Nobody but ___________________ would come up with such a crazy idea. 

 

9. No one but ___________________ could play the part of Cleopatra in a movie. 

 

10. Carl and Ellie, complete nature loves, could live nowhere else but ___________________. 

[Task C.] 

Answer the questions with your own ideas. 

1. Why did the company have no choice but to fire Melinda? 

2. Why did the witness have no other alternative but to lie? 

[Task D.] 

You have just started a club. Choose a name for it. Then write an oath that new members must take. Use 

“nothing but” or “no choice but” in your text. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

“Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing but the truth? So help you God.” 

trouble    .            

. 


